Design that enhances value.

3D edgeband from Doellken.

3D

Thermoplastic edgebands from Doellken set the global trends in quality and design. With
its unique, patented innovation, the 3D edgeband, Doellken offers new creative ideas for
modern furniture design.
Due to unique manufacturing technology, the 3D edgeband is convincing with its outstanding new colour brilliance and an impressive, three-dimensional depth effect. The
3D edgeband transforms any piece of furniture into a sophisticated object of design.
Whether used in the kitchen, bathroom, living room or at the office, the 3D edgeband
ensures a much more creative and classy look. Used on the front, carcass, table- and worktop, the 3D edgeband offers numerous applications to ensure design-oriented accents.
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Design that opens up new perspectives.

Design that sets standards.
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3D edgeband: Perfection to the last detail
The unique nature of Doellken’s 3D edgeband offers brilliant optical effects. The
finishes applied to the reverse side behind a transparent acrylic layer are of exceptional
print quality and are completely preserved even in milled areas. This allows for a harmonic
transition to the board without any joint. Additionally, the transparent supporting material
optimally protects the finishes from damage, which might occur during processing, transport and assembly. Even scratches occurring at a later point in time can be polished away
with ease. As a result, this high-quality design leaves a lasting visibly good impression.
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Design that attracts your attention.

3D edgeband: A special kind of depth effect
Only with the 3D effect can brilliant finishes display their true excellence. It is this edgeband in particular, used as a contrast to the surface that assigns the furniture a distinctive character. Current trends are constantly being set and further developed with
the 3D edgeband, which can especially be seen in the rich selection of metallic finishes.
Due to the addition of embossing the new 3D variations are lent a more intense three
dimensional effect both in terms of visual appearance and to the feel.

Design that radiates quality.
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3D edgeband: A highlight for the highest of demands
The advantages of the impressive optical effects and outstanding technical quality are
built into the Doellken 3D edgebands, thus making it a truly unique product. According
to the individual design demands, the 3D edgeband is available in every desired degree
of gloss – from matt to high-gloss.
In the current combination of high-gloss fronts and high-gloss edgebands, the 3D
edgeband is impressive with its precise harmony regarding the finish and gloss effect.
This allows high-quality furniture in all living and working areas to really stand out.
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Design that gives you freedom.

3D edgeband: Creative diversity is our motto
The 3D edgeband from Doellken has a suitable design solution for every application. In
addition to the classic colours and wood finishes, special metallic, carbon, multiplex and fantasy
finishes offer stylish accents as well as unlimited variation possibilities. The 3D edgeband
enables the creation of tonal harmony and effective contrasts in many ways – even for a large
range of different board thicknesses and widths. The co-ordination with surface finishes of
leading manufacturers and the high number of exclusive and exquisite finishes, such as the
iridescent 3D edgeband, offer the perfect foundation for creative design without limitations.

Design that glistens
throughout the world.
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3D edgeband: On-site, the world over
More information about the 3D edgeband from Doellken is available on our website at
www.doellken-kv.com or you can contact us directly at:
Doellken-Kunststoffverarbeitung GmbH
Beisenstraße 50
45964 Gladbeck
Germany
Telephone +49/20 43/9 79- 0
Fax
+49/20 43/9 79-587
E-Mail
info@ doellken.com

Doellken Pte. Ltd.
T.T. International Trade Park, #04 - 03
10, Toh Guan Road
Singapore 608838
Telephone +65/62 26 06 69
Fax
+65/62 26 07 97
E-Mail
info@ doellken.com.sg

Doellken-Woodtape Ltd.
230 Orenda Road, Brampton
Ontario L6T 1E9
Canada
Telephone +1/9 05/6 73 51 56
Fax
+1/9 05/6 73 93 72
E-Mail
info@ doellken-woodtape.com

Surteco Australia Pty. Ltd.
7 – 11 Penelope Crescent, Arndell Park
NSW, 2148 Sydney
Australia
Telephone +61/2/94 21 03 00
Fax
+61/2/88 14 80 00
E-Mail
info@ au.surteco.com

